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"Why do I always see the same numbers everywhere I go?" This is one of the most frequently

asked questions posed by attendees at Doreen Virtue's workshops around the world, and many

people continually consult the chapter in her book Healing with the Angels that deals with angel

numbers. Doreen and co-author Lynnette Brown explain that the angels give us messages in the

form of number sequences
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Doreen Virtue is a best-selling author and doctor of psychology who works with the angelic realm.

She has appeared on Oprah, The View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she
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HayHouseRadio.comÃ‚Â®.

This is a neat little book, small enough to carry around, about the size of a 4" x 6" photo. The

premise is that the angels may be communicating with you by showing you certain numbers. These

numbers are sending certain messages to you. Neat concept. The book provides numbers and

meanings from #00, 0, and 1 to #999. The book also explains how to interpret the meanings of 4, 5,

and 6-digit numbers.Of course, you want to combine your use of this book with that of your inner

guidance (inner feelings/intuition/or, as Tom Selleck always called it in "Magnum PI," your "little

voice"). If you tend to see the same number several times in a row, tend to wake up at 1:11, 2:22,



3:33, 4:44 a.m, tend to see certain numbers several times in a row on license plates, such as 200,

or 333/444, that kinda thing--you might want to check the numbers out in the book. Even if you think

this is friggin' nuts, you can still have fun with this. (Ha! Momma used to say there were stranger

things in Heaven and on earth than you could ever explain! God rest her soul. She was

right.)Anyway, an example would be: Let's say you wake up and happen to look over at the clock

and it say's 3:33 a.m. (Yeah, I know. Clock's don't talk--so it doesn't say anything.) Then maybe you

see some 3s during the course of the next couple of days. So, you go to the book and look up

"333". It says, "You've merged with the ascended masters, and they're working with you day and

night--on many levels. They love, guide, and protect you in all ways." That message may mean

something to you, especially when you look at what's going on in your life.Now, I guess if you want

to, you could say that these numbers and messages could apply to anyone, but that's why you look

within yourself for the answers. Consider the book because you are guided to use it and are tuning

in with the angels, or, if you don't believe in that stuff, consider using it to play with and just have

fun. Heck, the angels' gifts to you ARE laughter and fun anyway! Now, if you DO believe in this stuff,

and you are an active spiritual, and you know how to think outside of the box, you might see some

synchronicity by using the book. Either way, it's a pretty cool booklet and certainly worth a couple of

bucks. I betcha waste more than ten bucks at Starbucks in 2 days (or less) especially if you get the

Venti Eggnog Latte something-or-other and a biscotti.

First of all i love the service from .com..i have always received my purchases in a timely

manner...even before it's expected at my door at times. Now for the book.I am a firm believer in

Sylvia Browne and John Edwards and as i was exploring  looking to find another book by Sylvia i

found this Angel Numbers...what is really weird is that I have over the past 10 years been seeing

repetitive numbers. I had no idea why i was seeing 333. I thought maybe i was receiving a sign from

my deceased mother or it was purely coincidence but after seeing the same number now for over 5

years on a weekly basis i was beginning to wonder why. Then as i was exploring the website i saw

the book and i read through some of the pages they offer you to explore and i saw the explanation

for the 333 and i was so excited i had to buy this book and then it was as if a door opened for me. I

am now seeing 444 over and over again in just a few short weeks and usually it's on my digital

clocks at home or on my cell phone and then yesterday i happened to see a car go past me and i

looked down and saw 444 on the license plate. Is my subconsious mind trying to tell me something

or am i loony? I prefer to believe that My angels have been waiting for me to get this far so that they

can now speak to me as best they can. Maybe it is all a bunch of bologna to most people but i prefer



to think that if this book can help me spiritually then i don't care. Bring it on (to my angles ...i mean)

I'm waiting to listen now. Looking forward to purchasing more Angel books.

Absolutely love this book. I own a metaphysical shop and many customers come in to get their

dreams analyzed or they keep seeing the same numbers whether physically or in their dreams. I

now keep a copy of this book in my shop to let my customers look their numbers up and see the

messages they're receiving.

This is a very good book and most of the Angel messages are quite valid.That fact that most of the

messages are unremittingly cheerful and upbeat but not syrupy exemplifies genuine Angel

messages. The problem with the Kindle version is that each Number header is a graphic rather than

text and the number itself does not occur in the text, This makes it very challenging to go directly to

the number you want to check in the e-book because it will not show up in a search. Other than that

this is a very useful book and a good introduction to receiving angel messages

I for one really enjoy this book. I work in a call center where we deal with phone numbers and street

numbers and it is very interesting to note how many numbers repeat themselves every day. The

book is small and compact enough to fit in my handbag, and we all have great fun seeing what the

numbers are saying to us when they do repeat themselves throughout the day. More than that, it is

amazingly accurate when we apply them to our current situations.For someone who is seeking

something deeply profound and analytical, this book is not for you. However, for those who want a

brief but accurate interpretation of the numerical sequences which grab the attention, this book is a

wonderful asset to the library. Its steeped in enough numerology to allow it to be right on the money

in the interpretations, yet it is written in every day language and easy to use and interpret. I wouldn't

want to be without its wisdom as I move through my day.I also highly recommend Doreen Virtue's

Archangel Oracle Cards.
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